Park Aerospace Corp.
Environmental and Community Considerations
Park Aerospace Corp. is a designer and manufacturer of composite materials and
structures for aircraft and other aerospace applications. (Composite structures
are structures which are produced from composite materials.) One of the key
drivers for the use of composites materials and structures in aircraft is weight
reduction. Composite aircraft structures are generally much lighter than
aluminum structures of similar design, and, accordingly, the use of composite
structures results in lighter aircraft. Another key driver for the use of composite
materials and structures in aircraft is that they enable and facilitate the design of
much more aerodynamically optimized aircraft.
Lighter and more
aerodynamically optimized aircraft translate directly into more fuel efficient
aircraft, i.e., aircraft which use less fuel for equivalent missions. And the
reduction in fuel usage by aircraft translates directly into more environmentally
friendly aircraft which generate less greenhouse gas emissions. In addition, we
believe the next generation of alternative propulsion aircraft (such as hydrogen
and electric propulsion aircraft) which approach carbon neutrality will rely heavily
on the use of composite materials and structures in order to reduce the engine
thrust requirements for such aircraft. It may be fair to say that one of the main
reasons for Park to even exist is directly tied to the strong aircraft industry drive
toward more fuel efficient and environmentally friendly aircraft. It also may be
fair to say that Park’s composite materials and structures technology and product
lines are key enablers of the design and production of much more
environmentally friendly aircraft both now and in the future.
Park takes its responsibilities to its Community very seriously. Park is committed
to protecting the air, water and ground of its Community environment from any
source of contamination or pollution. Park invests significant financial and human
resources towards controlling any possible escapes from its facilities of any source
of contamination of its Community environment. And to Park, its Community
means its city, county, state, country and, ultimately, its world. Park is also
committed to the minimization of any noise pollution from its facility. In addition,
Park is committed to maintaining aesthetically beautiful facilities for the benefit
of Park’s employees and in order to enhance the overall beauty of the local
Community. Park’s facilities are located adjacent to the approach end of Runway

35 at the Newton City-County Airport in Newton, Kansas. The first thing people
likely see upon landing at the Newton City-County Airport are Park’s beautiful
facilities, which we hope make a very positive first impression to visitors of
Newton, Kansas. It is also very important to Park that we provide our local
Community people the opportunity to build a future for themselves and live a life
of dignity by joining the Park family. It is important to Park that the people from
our Community who come to work for us understand that, through hard work,
dedication and sacrifice, they can make it all of the way to the top of our
Company, just like Park’s President and COO and Park’s VP and General Manager,
both of whom started at Park as entry level production employees.
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